MEDIANS, LATTICES, AND TREES1
MARLOW SHOLANDER

In other papers [3; 4]2 the author discussed the behavior of
medians, segments, and betweenness in systems called median semilattices. A tree is a type of median semilattice.
In this paper these
systems are characterized
in terms of a binary operation. It is further
shown that these, along with more general systems, can be imbedded
in distributive lattices.
The product notation in this paper is not to be confused with the
betweenness notation of [4], nor is the ordered pair notation here to
be confused with the segment notation there.

1. Semilattices. In this paper we consider sets 5 which satisfy:
(K) S is a semilattice.
This means that 5 is closed under an idempotent, commutative,
and
associative multiplication
[l, p. 18]. A necessary and sufficient condition [2 ] that 5 be a semilattice is that it be closed under an idempotent multiplication
which satisfies the cyclic-associative
law iab)c
= ibc)a. We say a ^ b if and only if ao = a. It follows that 5 is a partly
ordered set in which xy serves as the greatest lower bound of x and
y. Conversely, a partly ordered set which contains with each pair of
elements their greatest lower bound is a semilattice.
In a semilattice
an upper bound of a and b is an element / such
that a=at and b = bt. A least upper bound, or join, of a and b is an
upper bound m of a and b with the property that mt=m whenever /
is an upper bound of a and o. It follows that if a and b have a join, it
is unique and may be denoted by a+b. Similarly the join of a set of
elements either does not exist or exists uniquely.
The following
theorem is easily proved.

(1.1) In a semilattice:
(i) a+a exists and equals a.
(ii) a+ab exists and equals a.
(iii) If a+b exists, b+a exists and is equal.
(iv) If a+b, ia+b)+c,
and ib+c) exist, then a + (6+c) exists and
equals (a+o)+c.
(v) // ab+ac and b+c exist, then ab+ac^aib+c).
We list below additional postulates and consider relations between
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them. It proves convenient to state them in terms of joins. By a
bounded pair of elements we mean two elements having the form
ab, ac. Clearly x and y are a bounded pair if and only if they have a
common upper bound a. A triple having the form ab, be, ca is called a
mixed triple. If the existence of b-\-c implies for all a that ab-\-ac exists
and equals a(b-\-c), we say that the join b-\-c is preserved under
multiplication.
We use also the obvious extension of this terminology
to joins of three or more elements.
(L) Joins of bounded pairs exist and are preserved under multi-

plication.
(L0) Joins

of mixed

triples

exist and are preserved

under

multi-

plication.
(Li) The elements of a mixed triple are not distinct.
(L2) Joins of pairs of elements
tiplication.

exist and are preserved

under mul-

(L3) Elements a, b, and ab are not distinct.
The past postulate is equivalent
to the statement
that ab equals
either a or b. In the following theorems we assume, of course, that (K)

holds.
(1.2) (L3) is equivalent to (Li, L2).
Proof. Assume (L3) holds. Given a and b, we may assume ab=a.

Then

a+b = ab+b = b and

x(a-\-b) =xb = xab-{-xb=xa-\-xb.

Thus

(L2) holds. To prove (Li), consider ab, be, and ca where, say, ab=a.
If ac=a, ac = ab. If ac —c, ac = abc = bc. Conversely, assume (Li) and
(L2) hold and consider a and b. From (L2), a-\-b exists. From (Li),
the elements ab, b(a-\-b)=b, and (a-\-b)a = a are not distinct.
(1.3) (Li) and (L2) each imply (L0).
Proof.

The second

implication

is trivial.

Assume

(Lx) holds.

Con-

sider ab, be, and ca where, say, ab = bc. Then both ab and be equal
(ab)(bc) =abc. Hence the join of ab, be, and ca equals ca. Moreover t
times this join, tea, is the join of tab, tbc, and tea.

(1.4) (L0) implies (L).
Proof. Consider ab and ac. Let m be the join of the mixed triple
a(ab), (ab)(ac), and (ac)a. Then m = ab-\-ac.
An example showing that the converse of (1.4) need not hold is the
set {a, b, c, ab-\-bc, bc-\-ca, ca+ab, ab, be, ca, abc}. The next two
theorems restate known results and are easily proved.
(1.5) (K, L2) characterizes distributive lattices.
(1.6) (K, L3) characterizes chains.
2. Distributive semilattices. If a set 5 satisfies Postulates K and L
we call it a distributive
semilattice. As noted above, a+b exists in S
if and only if a and b have a common upper bound.
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The following theorem is a corollary of (1.1). Parts (iii), (iv), and
(v) have alternate formulations.
For example (iv) could read: If
a, b, and c have a common upper bound, (a+o)+c
= a + (o+c).
(2.1) In a distributive semilattice S
(i) a+a = a.

(ii) a+ab = a.

(iii) at+bt = bt+at.
(iv) iat+bt)+ct = at + ibt+ct).
(v) a ibt+ct) = abt+act.
This theorem could be summarized by saying that a bounded subset of a distributive
semilattice is a distributive
lattice. From (iv) it
follows that an element is uniquely defined by expressions such as

at+bt+ct+dt.

By (1.3) and (1.4) a semilattice for which (L0) or (Li)

holds has the properties
the following sections.

of (2.1). These properties

are used freely in

3. Median semilattices.
Consider a set 5 satisfying (K, L0). The
join of ab, be, and ca is unique and may be denoted as (a, b, c). Clearly
(a, b, c) is invariant under permutations
of a, b, and c. From (L0), it
follows that x(a, b, c) = (xa, xb, xc). We note (a, a, b) =a+ab+ba
= a.
This is Postulate M of [3]. We may also prove Postulate N holds.
Let (a, b, c) =r, ia, b, d) =s, ir, s, e) =x, (c, d, e) =t, and (/, a, b) =y.
We are to prove x=y. y=ta+ab+bt
where ta = cda+dea+eca,
and
bt = bcd+bde+bec.
That the expansion is valid follows from (2.1) and
the fact that

all terms

used in each of these sums have y as an upper

bound. Similarly x has an expansion

which proves to be identical

with

that of y.
(3.1) (K, L0) characterizes median semilattices.
Proof.
It remains to prove that (M, N) implies (K, L0). Choose
an arbitrary
element 0 in a set S satisfying
(M, N). Define ab as
(a, 0, b). From [3, §12], under this multiplication
5 is a semilattice.
From (N) and (8.7) of [3], x(a, b, c) = (xa, xb, c) = (ax, ox, ex) and
medians are preserved under multiplication.
We see m=ia,
b, c)
is an upper bound of ab, be, and ca since, for example, ao(a, b, c)
= (aoa, abb, c) =ab. To show it is a least upper bound, consider an
upper bound / of ab, be, and ca. amt = ia, ab, ac)/ = (a, abt, act)
= (a,ao,ac) —am. Similarly bmt = bm. Hencemt —mimt) = (am/, bmt, c)
—iam, bm, c)=mm=m.

4.
and
that
ab =

Trees. Consider a set 5 satisfying Postulates Kand Li. By (1.3)
(3.1), 5 is a median semilattice.
As in the proof of (1.3) we see
ab = bc implies (a, o, c) =ca. Conversely, if ab^bc we have, say,
ca and (a, b, c) = bc9^ca. Thus the following theorem holds.
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(4.1) ab = bc if and only if (a, b, c) =ac.
(4.2) (a, x, b), (b, x, c), and (c, x, a) are not distinct.
Proof. Since each of the given medians has three possible values
there are nine cases to consider. Suppose for example the medians
equal respectively ab, ex, and ax. From (4.1) we have ax —xb, bc = bx,
and ac = cx. Thus the medians have the respective values ab, ac, and
be and they are not distinct. Other cases are treated similarly.
We have shown (K, Li) implies (M, N, O^ of [3]. The converse
implication, defining products as in (3.1), is trivial and the next

theorem holds.
(4.3) (K, Li) characterizes trees.
5. An imbedding theorem. From the previous sections, we conclude a tree is a median semilattice and a median semilattice is a distributive semilattice. This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorem, which has as a corollary that median semilattices and
trees can be imbedded in distributive
lattices.
(5.1) A distributive semilattice can be imbedded in a distributive
lattice.
Let S, the distributive
semilattice, have elements a, b, c, • • • .
We use freely the properties listed in (2.1). Let Si, the first extension
of S, consist of the set of ordered pairs (a, b) where a and b are in 5.

We define (a, b) = (c, d) in Si if and only if in 5 the following equations hold: a —ac-\-ad, b = bc-\-bd, c = ca+c&, d = da-\-db.
(5.2) The relation " = " in Si is an equivalence relation.
Proof. The properties of identity and symmetry are immediate.
In proving transitivity
assume (a, b) = (c, d) and (c, d) = (e, j). Then
ae + af = a(ec-\-ed) + a(fc +fd) = a(ec +fc) -\-a(ed -\-jd) =ac-\-ad=a.
Three similar equations hold and hence (a, b) = (e, j).
We define the product of (a, b) and (c, d) as (ac+ad, bc-\-bd).
This product has several forms since the following theorem is easily
proved.

(5.3) (x, y) = (y, x) and (ac+ad, bc+bd) = (ac+bc, ad+bd).
(5.4) Si is a semilattice.
Proof. That multiplication
is idempotent and commutative
easily proved. The proof of associativity follows.

((a, b)(c, d))(e,j) = (ac + ad, be + bd)(e, j)
= (ace + acj + ade + adj, bee + bej + bde + bdj)
= (a, b)(ce + cj, de + dj) = (a, b)((c, d)(e,j)).

The following is readily proved.
(5.5) (a, b) = (a, b)(r, s) ij and only ij ar+as
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(5.6) 5i satisfies Postulate L.
Proof. Let (a, b)ir, s) = (a, o) and (c, d)ir, s) = (c, d). We prove
that (a, o) and (c, d) have a join (x, y) where x = ar+br+cr+dr
and
y = as+bs+cs+ds.
First (a, 6)(x, y) = (ax+ay,
bx+by) = iar+as,
br+bs) = ia, b). Similarly (c, d) S (x, y). Next, if (p, a) is an upper
bound of (a, b) and (c, d), then (x, y)ip, q) = ipx+qx, py+qy) = (x, y).
The previous equality holds since, for example, px+qx = riap+aq)

+ribp+bq)+ricp+cq)+ridp+dq)=ra+rb+rc+rd

= x. Finally

by

routine computations
we establish that for a given element (e, /),
by letting
z = ae+be+ce+de
and w = af+bf+cf+df,
we have
(a, o) ie, f) + ic, d) ie, /) = (z, w) = («, /) (x, y).
From the formula for the join of (a, b) and (c, d) in the proof
above it is seen that the join of iv, v) and (w, w) is iv, w). Let 5*
be the subset of Si made up of pairs of the form (x, x). The correspondence
x—>x' = (x, x) is seen to be a one-one correspondence
which preserves products. Thus S is isomorphic to S* and in this sense

(5.7) follows.
(5.7) Si is an extension of S. Any two elements in S have a join in Si.
We now define Sn, the rath extension of S, as the first extension of

Sn-i for ra= 2, 3, • • • . We define T as the union SVJSi\JS2VJ ■ ■ ■.
Given a finite set of elements of T, there exists k such that Sk contains these elements. By induction on (5.4), Sk is a semilattice and it
follows that T has the properties of a semilattice. Since any two elements in Sk have a join in Sk+i, it follows that Postulate L2 holds and
T is a distributive
lattice.
The extension T of 5 which has been described is minimal in the
sense that a distributive
lattice containing
5 contains a sublattice
isomorphic to T.
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